
WAGIN DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL 
TERM 4, 2022 OUTLINE 

Year 4 - Room 13 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

It’s hard to believe Term 4 is here already and it has started in a rush! We’ve had Jumps, Throws 
and Team Games already and have our Athletics carnival this Friday, with the Inters on Friday of 
week 3 – what a start to the term. Additionally, our class assembly is Friday of Week 2 and there is a 
student-free School Development Day on Monday of Week 5. Lots to put in the calendar already. 

As always, Term 4 is crazy-busy but we maintain our focus on high expectations for behaviour and 
personal effort, celebrating successes as they come along. I look forward to working with your 
children again this term to get them ready for Year 5 and beyond. 
 

CLASS STRUCTURE 
 

Literacy Blocks: 
During Literacy Blocks this term we will continue working on Writing, Spelling, Reading and 
Punctuation and Grammar. We are very fortunate to have support from Anne Montgomery and Jill 
Pilkington to support learning and behaviour. As we approach the end of the year children will sit 
moderated assessments writing, reading, spelling and grammar. You will be advised of their results. 
 

Writing focus: 
Writing is a daily activity that takes place in our classroom, working on great sentences and building 
up to full texts. Students are given lots of opportunities to practise writing across a variety of genres 
and develop a sound knowledge of text structures. The following is an outline of the types of writing 
activities we will be covering in class this term. 

Week 1-5 Writing engaging narratives and accurately sharing information found during research 
in other learning areas. 

Week 6-10 Persuasive writing using emotive language, ahead of our Brightpath Persuasive 
Writing assessment. 

Spelling / Punctuation and Grammar focus: 
We are continuing to use the Sound Waves resource to develop spelling and grammar. This includes 
focusing a new sound each week and practising prefixes, suffixes and homophones. Students will be 
supported or extended within this program as needed, to ensure they are doing work to the best of 
their ability. Some students will be given tasks to practise at home to support their learning.  
Reading focus: 
For reading we have individual, small group and whole class activities planned. We are including 
instruction on how to read and how to think about what you have read, as these are quite different 
skills. We are using a range of fiction and non-fiction text types to support this learning. If your child 
has been given a Home Reader please encourage and support them as they work to improve their 
skills. Students requiring additional support continue to use the Nessy program in class. 
Numeracy Blocks: 
In our Numeracy Blocks we constantly revise taught skills and work together to learn new skills. The 
most useful skill students will need to master in Year 4 is remembering multiplication facts 
(timetables), so any support you are able to give your child would be great. We will continue to use 
Mathletics to reinforce taught skills and your children are encouraged to access this at home to 
support and extend their learning. Standardised math testing will occur towards the end of term 
and you will be advised of the results of this testing. 



 
 
 

HASS: 
This term in HASS our focus will be Geography. We will learn about Australia’s place in the world, 
important neighbours to Australia, climate and the impact of humans on the environment and the 
environment on human activities. Students will locate and label countries and continents on our 
large world map and will have opportunities to research places and people, including early explorers 
and their discoveries and impacts. 
Science: 
We are continuing our work in Biological Science, including investigating and sharing information 
about life cycles of a wide range of animals. We will also consider food chains and interactions 
between living things. Mrs Bennett is teaching Earth and Space Sciences on Fridays. 
Health: 
We have completed our BUZ learning with our Chaplain, Jill Pilkington, and will focus on healthy 
food and behaviour choices in this term. We will also learn about poisons and medications, and the 
storage of dangerous goods. 
Digital Technologies: 
We are learning Digi Tech in class this term and have a good range of documents planned that will 
include using Word and Publisher programs to showcase student learning in other subjects. 
Art: 
Our students are very fortunate to have specialist art teacher, Claire Carew-Reid, taking them to the 
Art centre for lessons on Tuedays this term.   
Music: 
Students are learning music each week with Miss Mazz and this will really support our assembly 
item and end of year concert preparation, in addition to being a fun lesson on a Friday morning. 
Physical Education:  
This will also be taught in class this term and we will have range of games played and strategies to 
learn, starting with ever popular, basketball. 
Noongar Language: 
All students will have the benefit of learning Noongar with Emmaline Winmar and Claire Carew-
Reid. The children will continue to learn Noongar seasons, animal words and greetings. They are 
really enjoying these very relevant and engaging lessons. 
Library: 
Students are able to borrow up to four books at a time and are strongly encouraged to get books 
that link with the Lit Pro program and at least one book for pleasure. Our library day is usually 
Wednesday, however the library is open to students Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
lunchtimes. 
End of Year Concert: 
Our class item for the end of year concert is from the song ‘Get a Haircut and Get a Real Job’, by 
George Thorogood. Students are enjoying learning the dance and we will advise you of any simple 
clothing/costume plans in plenty of time. 
Teacher Contact Details: 
I am happy to meet with you to discuss your child’s learning or other needs throughout the term.  
Contact: School office - 9861 3200 for a call back or email - Bridgit.Gannaway@education.wa.edu.au  
 
Looking forward to a productive and positive term of learning. 
 
Bridgit Gannaway 
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